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The influence of the size parameter of the scatterers on ultrafast optical Kerr gate (OKG) imaging is investigated in
highly scattering poly-disperse turbid media. The results show that in a poly-disperse turbid medium, which in our case,
is a suspension of two different sized mono-disperse microspheres, the temporal and spatial behaviors of the light pulses
transmitted through it are dominated by the smaller microspheres. The contrasts of the OKG images for the poly-disperse
microsphere sample are closer to the contrasts of the OKG images for the smaller sized mono-disperse microsphere
sample.
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1. Introduction

The propagation of light in randomly scattering media
such as clouds [1], fogs [2], or aerated spray [3,4] has
received increasing interest. One major motivation for
this study is the potential for applying optical imaging to
objects hidden in the scattering medium [5]. The diffuse
photons deteriorate the imaging resolution, and reducing
this deterioration is the main challenge associated with
optical imaging. Thanks to femtosecond lasers and tech-
niques such as second harmonic generation imaging [6]
or optical Kerr gate (OKG) imaging [7,8], it is possible
to obtain the imaging of objects hidden in a turbid
medium. OKG imaging has been used to enhance the
contrast between these objects and the background since
the multiply scattered photons can be removed by time
gating [9,10].

The OKG imaging in a turbid medium is influenced
by the scattering properties of the turbid medium, i.e.,
the scattering coefficient and the anisotropy parameter
[11,12]. Earlier studies [13–17] in the optical imaging of
a turbid medium have shown that the size parameter, the
shape, and the refractive index of the scatterer have an
impact on the spatial resolution of images. Another
important factor that could contribute to the image con-
trast of the OKG image is the arrangement of OKG. The
influence of the OKG on the image contrast for different
Kerr media has been investigated [18,19]. The results
show that the OKG of large optical nonlinearity Kerr
material can provide high-contrast images. Most of the
studies mentioned above focus on the optical imaging in
the mono-disperse scattering medium. However, in many

practical situations [20,21], it is necessary to deal with
the OKG imaging in poly-disperse turbid media with
higher concentrations. In the previous investigations,
Velazco-Roa et al. presented a method to extract the
complex refractive [22] index of spherical particles from
a poly-disperse turbid medium. Ghosh described the
effect of a distribution in the size of scatterers on the
depolarization of light in turbid media at low optical
depth (OD) [23].

In this paper, we investigate the influence of the size
parameter of the scatterer on OKG imaging in highly
scattering poly-disperse turbid medium. The OKG
images for the poly-disperse sample and the temporal
characteristic of the light transmitted through the poly-
disperse turbid medium are obtained. The experimental
results show that the contrasts of the OKG images for
the poly-disperse turbid medium having a mixture of two
different sized mono-disperse silica microspheres suspen-
sion by volume ratio (1:1) are mainly influenced by the
smaller microsphere of the two microspheres. In
addition, the temporal characteristic of the laser pulses
transmitted through the poly-disperse turbid medium is
dominated by the smaller sized microspheres.

2. Experiment setup

The schematic of the OKG imaging system is shown in
Figure 1. A Ti: sapphire laser was used to provide
800 nm light pulses with a full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of 50 fs and a repetition rate of 1 kHz. The
laser beam was split into a gating beam centered at
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780 nm and an imaging beam centered at 800 nm by a
short-pass filter (SPF). The gating beam was used to
trigger the optical Kerr gate and the imaging beam was
used as the illumination source. The power of the gating
or imaging beam was adjusted by neutral attenuators
(NA1 and NA2). The imaging beam was first modulated
by a 1.41-line-pair/mm resolution chart (a chromium-
coated glass US Air Force resolution chart) and then
introduced to the turbid medium. The transmitted light
from the turbid medium was directed to the OKG, which
enables sampling of either the ballistic or the scattered
light by adjusting the delay between the pump and probe
pulses. The first polarizer of the OKG was set parallel
and the second one was set perpendicular to the polariza-
tion of the imaging beam. Then, the imaging beam was
split into two separated branches detected by a charge-
coupled device camera and a photo diode, respectively.
The polarization of the gating beam was done using a
half-wave (λ/2) plate and was first linear, at 45° with
respect to the polarization of the imaging beam for opti-
mal efficiency. Thereafter, the gating beam was focused
into the Kerr medium of CS2 filled in a 5-mm quartz cell
and then passed to the ultrafast OKG imaging in the tur-
bid medium. A long-pass filter (LPF) was placed before
the beam splitter (BS) to block noise light caused by the
gating beam scattering forward into the detecting devices.

The turbid medium was composed of a silica micro-
sphere solution contained in a cubic cuvette with inside
dimensions of 50 mm × 50 mm × 10 mm. The thickness
of the cuvette along the optical axis was 10 mm. The
diameters of the silica microspheres were 0.43 and
3.07 μm. The refractive indices of the background med-
ium nb and the silica microspheres np were 1.33 and
1.45, respectively. The absorption of the turbid medium
was low enough to be ignored. The poly-disperse

microsphere suspension was prepared using a 1:1 volume
ratio mixture of 0.43 μm diameter microspheres and
3.07 μm diameter microspheres suspensions, both having
an optical depth OD = 8.5. This ensured that the
mixtures of the two suspensions also had a value of
OD = 8.5. The optical density (OD) of the each micro-
sphere suspension was varied by changing the scattering
coefficient μs of the samples by dilution. The two
mono-disperse microsphere suspensions are also used as
reference samples.

3. Results and discussion

The OKG imaging method enhances the image contrast
by temporally limiting the collection of scattered

Figure 1. Experimental setup for the OKG imaging system. L: lens; SPF: short-pass filter; λ/2: half-wave plate; P: polarizer; A: ana-
lyzer; NA: neutral attenuator; LPF: long-pass filter; TM: turbid medium; KM: Kerr medium; BS: beam splitter; OKG: optical Kerr gate.

Figure 2. Normalized-intensity temporal profiles of the light
pulses through the three different samples. (The colour version
of this figure is included in the online version of the journal.)
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photons. Therefore, it is helpful to understand the
temporal character of the light pulses through the turbid
media. Figure 2 shows the normalized intensity temporal
profiles of the light pulses transmitted through the poly-
disperse microsphere suspension, which were obtained
using OKG. The temporal profiles of the light pulses
transmitted through the two mono-disperse microsphere
suspensions are also shown in Figure 2 as reference sig-
nals. The zero time was taken to be the instant when the
ballistic photons entered the photo diode. The scattered
photons followed the ballistic photons and appeared at
the positive delay time. It can be seen from Figure 2 that
there is only one distinct ballistic peak at the time
t = 0 ps for each microsphere suspension. Whereas, the
width of the light pulses transmitted through each micro-
sphere suspension is different. The FWHM of the light
pulses transmitted through the larger sized microsphere
suspension is approximately 1.5 ps. The FWHM of the
light pulses transmitted through the smaller sized micro-
sphere suspension is about 0.8 ps. Further, it can also be
seen that the temporal profile of the light pulses transmit-
ted through the poly-disperse microsphere sample is
closer to that of the light pulses transmitted through the
smaller sized microsphere suspension.

In order to examine the effect of the characteristics
of the turbid medium on the image quality, the images
of the test chart hidden in different silica microsphere
samples are shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3(a), we show
the direct imaging for the sample filled with deionized
water without using OKG as the reference image. In

Figure 3(b) and (c), we show the direct imaging and the
OKG imaging for the larger sized microsphere sample,
respectively. It can be seen that the OKG imaging
enhances the contrast between the target and its back-
ground. The decrease in the boundary sharpness of the
OKG image here is due to the low-pass spatial filtering
effect of the OKG [7].The OKG imaging for the smaller
sized microsphere sample is shown in Figure 3(d). The
corresponding result for the poly-disperse microsphere
sample A is shown in Figure 3(e). Figures 3(c)–(e) indi-
cate that the visualization of the OKG imaging for the
poly-disperse microsphere sample is closer to that for the
smaller sized microsphere suspension.

To quantitatively evaluate the performance of the
OKG imaging system, we measured the modulation trans-
fer function (MTF) of the OKG imaging system for the
three different microsphere suspensions. The MTF is given
by MTF fð Þ ¼ C fð Þ=C0 fð Þ, where the image contrast is
defined as C fð Þ ¼ Imax � Iminð Þ= Imax þ Iminð Þ. Further,
C0(f) denotes the modulation of the object, f is the spatial
frequency. The image contrast is calculated using the aver-
age light intensity retrieved from the dark region (Imin) and
the average light retrieved from the unshadowed region
(Imax) of the test chart. From Figure 4, we see that the
maximum resolvable spatial frequencies of OKG imaging
system are 7.3 line pairs per millimeter (lp/mm) for the
three different microsphere suspensions. However, at dif-
ferent spatial frequencies, the contrasts of the images for
the smaller sized microsphere sample are higher than those
of the images for the larger sized microsphere suspension.

Figure 3. Images of the test chart hidden in different silica microsphere samples. (a) reference image, (b) no time gate (standard
transillumination), (c) images for the larger sized microsphere sample using OKG, (d) images for the smaller sized microsphere
sample using OKG, (e) images for the poly-disperse microsphere sample using OKG.
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Further, the spatial contrast of the OKG imaging for the
poly-disperse microsphere sample is closer to that of the
OKG images for the smaller sized microsphere sample.
Quantitatively, we calculate the overall standard deviation
(σ2) between different MTF curves using the equation

r2 ¼ 1
N�1

PN

i¼1
ðgðfiÞ � hðfiÞÞ2, where g(f) and h(f) are the

different MTF curves for the poly-disperse sample and the
mono-disperse suspension, respectively. N is the number
of the sampling points of MTF curves. The overall stan-
dard deviations between different MTF curves are shown
in the inset of Figure 4. It can be seen that the overall stan-
dard deviation between MTF curves for the poly-disperse
microsphere sample and the smaller mono-disperse
suspension is 0.005, but that for the poly-disperse micro-
sphere sample and the larger mono-disperse suspension is
0.366. The result further confirms that the spatial contrast
of the OKG imaging system for the poly-disperse micro-
sphere sample is closer to that of the OKG images for the
smaller sized microsphere suspension.

To explain the experimental results shown above, we
further analyzed the scattering efficiency (Q) and the
scattering phase function p(θ) of the two diameter micro-
spheres. The scattering efficiency and the scattering
phase functions computed using Mie theory [24] are
shown in Figure 5. From Figure 5(a), we can see that
the scattering efficiency of the smaller sized microsphere
(0.43 μm) is 0.84, while the efficiency of the larger sized
microsphere (3.07 μm) is 2.82. Further, in our experi-
ment, the collection angle of the OKG system is approxi-

mately 8°. According to the formula Qr ¼
R 8

0
pðhÞdh

R 180

0
pðhÞdh

, the

forward scattering efficiency of the microsphere can be

obtained. It can be seen from Figure 6(b) that the
forward scattering intensity of the larger sized micro-
sphere suspension is higher than that of the smaller sized
microsphere suspension. The forward scattering ability

Qrp d=2ð Þ2 of the larger sized microsphere is about 18
times that of the smaller sized microsphere. Furthermore,
in the small collection angle, most of the scattered
photons from the turbid medium are the early arriving
photons that have traveled over the shorter path. In our
experiment, the switching time of the OKG of CS2 is
approximately 1.5 ps. During the switching time, the
intensity of the residual scattered light of a larger sized
microsphere passed through the OKG is higher than that
of the residual scattered light of a smaller sized micro-
sphere. Hence, the temporal and spatial characteristics of
the light transmitted through the poly-disperse sample
should be closer to those of the light transmitted through
the larger sized microsphere suspension. However,
discrepancy is observed in the normalized intensity
temporal profiles of the light pulses through the three
different suspensions in Figure 2. Discrepancy is also
observed in the MTF of the OKG imaging for the three
different microsphere samples shown in Figure 4.

Considering the mono-disperse microsphere particles,
the optical depth (OD = n·σ·L) derived from the
Beer–Lambert law relates to the particle scattering cross
section σ, the number density n and the path length L.
The scattering cross section is a function of the diameter
of the microsphere and is given by r ¼ Qp d=2ð Þ2 [25].
Under the same OD condition, the total scattering ability
(n·σ) of the microsphere suspension with smaller sized
microspheres is equal to that of the microsphere suspen-
sion with larger sized microspheres. Since the poly-
disperse microsphere sample was prepared using 1:1
volume ratio mixture of the two mono-disperse suspen-
sions, the number density of the sample with smaller
sized microsphere suspension is about 2000 times that of
the sample with larger sized microsphere suspension in
poly-disperse microsphere sample. Hence, the total for-
ward scattering ability nQrp d=2ð Þ2 of the smaller sized
microspheres is about 110 times that of the larger sized
microspheres in the poly-disperse microsphere sample.
The temporal and spatial characteristics of the light trans-
mitted through the poly-disperse microsphere sample
should thus be dominated by the smaller sized micro-
sphere. It should be noted here that although the single-
scattering theoretical treatment presented above does
show qualitative agreement with the experimental results,
a quantitative evaluation would require the inclusion of
the effect of multiple scattering.

In addition, to identify whether the similar results
can be obtained for the poly-disperse microsphere
samples with other particle sizes, we performed the
OKG imaging in other poly-disperse samples. The

Figure 4. MTF of the OKG imaging system for different
microsphere samples and the overall standard deviations (σ2)
between different MTF curves of the OKG imaging system for
different microsphere suspensions. (The colour version of this
figure is included in the online version of the journal.)
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characteristics of the poly-disperse microsphere samples
are shown in Table 1. Similar results for the temporal
and spatial behaviors of the light pulses transmitted
through three different poly-disperse microsphere sam-
ples have been observed. Here, we show the overall

standard deviations between MTF curves of the OKG
imaging for the different poly-disperse microsphere
samples and the mono-disperse microsphere suspensions.
From Table 2, we can see that the overall standard devia-
tions between MTF curves of the OKG imaging for the
poly-disperse microsphere samples and the smaller
mono-disperse suspensions are smaller. The results
indicate that the spatial contrasts of the OKG imaging
for the poly-disperse microsphere samples are also closer
to those of the OKG images for the smaller sized
microsphere suspensions for these samples with other
particle sizes.

To identify whether the similar experimental results
as described above can be obtained using other methods,
we also performed the spatial-gated imaging as a
comparative experiment. Figure 6 shows the MTF of the
spatial-gated imaging for the three different microsphere
suspensions. In the spatial-gated imaging experiment, the
Kerr medium was replaced with an aperture which was
placed at the back focal plane of lens L2. The diameter
of the aperture was 2 mm. The polarizer and analyzer
were removed, and the gating beam was also blocked.
The sample A was chosen as the poly-disperse
microsphere suspension. From Figure 6, we can see that
the spatial contrast of the spatial-gated imaging for the
poly-disperse microsphere sample is closer to that for
the smaller sized microsphere suspension. As shown in
the inset of Figure 6, the overall standard deviations
between MTF curves of the spatial-gated imaging for the
poly-disperse microsphere sample and the smaller
mono-disperse suspension is 0.015, but that for the
poly-disperse microsphere sample and the larger
mono-disperse suspension is 0.131. The experimental
results show that the contrast of the spatial-gated imaging
for the poly-disperse microsphere sample is closer to that
for the smaller sized mono-disperse microsphere suspen-
sion, which is similar to the results obtained using the
OKG imaging.

Figure 5. (a) Scattering efficiency vs. diameter for a silica microsphere; (b) Scattering phase function with d = 0.43 μm (squares)
and d = 3.07 μm (circles). (The colour version of this figure is included in the online version of the journal.)

Figure 6. MTF of the spatial gated imaging for different
microsphere suspensions and the overall standard deviations
(σ2) between different MTF curves of the spatial gated imaging
system for the poly-disperse microsphere suspension and
mono-disperse suspension. (The colour version of this figure is
included in the online version of the journal.)

Table 1. Characteristics of the poly-disperse microsphere
samples.

Sample Particle diameters (μm) Volume ratio

A 0.51:3.07 1:1
B 0.43:5.65 1:1
C 3.07:5.65 1:1
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4. Conclusion

In summary, we investigated the influence of the size
parameter of the scatterer on ultrafast optical Kerr gate
(OKG) imaging in a poly-disperse turbid medium having
a mixture of suspension of mono-disperse silica micro-
spheres of two different sizes by volume ratio (1:1). We
compared the temporal and spatial behaviors of light
pulses transmitted through the poly-disperse turbid
medium with those of light pulses transmitted through the
mono-disperse turbid medium. The results show that of
the two microsphere samples, the temporal behavior of
transmitted light through the poly-disperse turbid medium
is dominated by the smaller sized microspheres. Further,
the contrasts of the OKG images for the poly-disperse
turbid medium are closer to the contrasts of the OKG
images for the smaller sized microsphere suspension.
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